In this paper we give relational semantics and an accompanying relational proof system for a variety of intuitionistic substructural logics, including (intuitionistic) linear logic with exponentials. Starting with the (Kripke-style) semantics for F L as discussed in [13] , we developed, in [11] , a relational semantics and a relational proof system for full Lambek calculus. Here, we take this as a base and extend the results to deal with the various structural rules of exchange, contraction, weakening and expansion, and also to deal with an involution operator and with the operators ! and ? of linear logic. To accomplish this, for each extension X of F L we develop a Kripke-style semantics, RelKripke X semantics, as a bridge to relational semantics. The RelKripke X semantics consists of a set with distinguished elements, ternary relations and a list of conditions on the relations. For each extension X, RelKripke X semantics is accompanied by a Kripke-style valuation system analogous to that in [13] . Soundness and completeness theorems with respect to F L X hold for RelKripke X -models. Then, in the spirit of the work of Orlowska [16] , [17] , and Buszkowski & Orlowska [4], we develop relational logic RF L X for each extension X. The adjective relational is used to emphasize the fact that RF L X has a semantics wherein formulas are interpreted as relations. We prove that a sequent Γ → α in F L X is provable iff, a translation, t(γ 1 • ... • γn ⊃ α)ǫvu, has a cut-complete proof tree which is fundamental. This result is constructive: that is, if a cut-complete proof tree for t(γ 1 • ... • γn ⊃ α)ǫvu is not fundamental, we can use the failed proof search to build a relational countermodel for t(γ 1 • ... • γn ⊃ α) and from this, build a RelKripke X countermodel for γ 1 • ... • γn ⊃ α. 1
Introduction
Substructural logics are currently of great interest as the logics for analysing information flow (see [5] , [8] and [21] ). Thinking of premises as resources, and by adding or deleting different structural rules, we can make the logic dependent on which resources are used, how many times each resource is used and the order in which the resources are used. Here we develop a tableau-style theorem prover for a variety of intuitionistic substructural logics. When the algorithm terminates as a fundamental tree, the formula is a theorem of the logic; when it terminates as a nonfundamental tree, information on a branch of the tableau allows us to construct a countermodel, so the formula is not a theorem of the logic.
The strategy is to use relational semantics for the logics. Basic motivation for this approach may be found in [15] - [18] and [4] (see also [1] , [3] , [7] and [19] for semantics using ternary relations). In relational semantics, formulas are interpreted as relations. In this case, we use ternary relations. Logical symbols include special symbols denoting ternary relations and distinguished constants, and the axioms are then conditions on the relations and the constants. Connectives are defined so as to build new ternary relations from old ones. Each connective gives rise to two decomposition rules, and each condition gives rise to a specific rule. We start with the logic F L, (full Lambek calculus) which is the basic substructural logic. The relational semantics for F L was developed in [11] . Here we develop extensions of the proof theory dealing with a whole spectrum of substructural logics. By adding one (or a combination of) condition (s) we can add in one (or more) of the structural properties of exchange, weakening, contraction and expansion. By adding new accessibility relations, subject to a set of rules (relational analogues of those in [13] ) we extend F L to deal with Linear Logic with the modal operators ! and ?. F L can be further extended by adding an operator to deal with involution, and thence the logic of quantales with involution, as discussed in [12] , can be dealt with. The last logic is of importance in describing the specification of programs in the case where the behaviour of the machine is quantized. We use three different semantics to achieve our goal. The first is the (Kripke) semantics for F L and various extensions as defined in [13] and [14] . Using this semantics, we develop a Kripke-style semantics, which we call RelKripke X semantics, for various extensions, X (including the trivial, i.e., the empty, extension) of F L. (The name was chosen to indicate the fact that this semantics acts as a bridge between the semantics in [13] and the relational semantics.) Ternary accessibility relations are used to provide interpretations of connectives and modal operators. The relations are subject to a list of conditions and soundness and completeness for RelKripke Xmodels with respect to F L X follows. RelKripke semantics plays the same role in the develoment of relational semantics as the Routley-Meyer [19] semantics for relevance logic plays in Orlowska's development of relational semantics for relevance logic (see [16] ). Then relational logic RF L X is described. A Rasiowa-Sikorski style deduction system for RF L X is presented with deduction rules that ensure tableaustyle of proofs. (That is, proofs are trees, called decomposition trees). To define the RF L X -models, formulas of the logic are interpreted as ternary relations (hence the term relational semantics). Validity in the class of RelKripke X -models is equivalent to validity in the class of RF L X -models. We prove that a sequent Γ → α of F L X is provable if and only if (a translation of) the sequent has a cut-complete proof tree which is fundamental. Moreover the result is constructive: a failed proof search may be used to build a countermodel which is a RelKripke X -model. Thus, this method accomplishes, using a different semantics and proof method, the goal outlined in [5] of providing a constructive theorem prover for the additive (as well as the multiplicative) fragment of substructural logics, as well as for linear logic with exponentials. This is the first theorem prover for the full propositional fragment of these logics for which a nonfundamental branch (or, in the terms of other tableau methods, an open branch) guarentees that we may construct a countermodel.
The relational semantics and relational proof theory for the basic substructural logic, F L, is contained in [11] . So that this paper is self contained, the following section will be a recap of definitions and results from [11] upon which these extensions are based. We write out the axioms and rules of inference for basic F L, the definition from [13] of semantics for F L and the definitions of RelKripke-model and RF Lmodel from [11] and we state the main results from [11] . In the next sections we consider in turn the extensions to other substructural logics, including linear logic with exponentials, and the logic of involutive quantales. We close with some open problems and further directions for research.
Kripke and RelKripke models
The language of F L consists of propositional constants 1, 0 ,⊤ and ⊥ and of connectives ∨, ∧, • and ⊃. Formulas are built in the usual way. A sequent of F L is an expression of the form Γ → α where Γ is a finite sequence of formulas, γ 1 , γ 2 , ..., γ n , and α is a formula. Γ and/or α may be empty. Capital Greek letters denote finite (possibly empty) sequences of formulas. Initial sequents are of the following form:
Rules of inference are the following:
In [13] we find the following definition for Kripke model.
(1) D, ∩ is a meet-semilattice with greatest element ω; (2) D, •, ǫ is a monoid with identity that satisfies
Remark 2.2
The meet operation ∩ induces a partial order on D; we write x ≤ y iff x ∩ y = x. Using (3) of the above definition, it is easy to show that if x ≤ y then for all z, both x • z ≤ y • z and z • x ≤ z • y. We call this last property the monotonicity of •.
For every so-monoid, D, a subset, A, of D, is a filter of D if, for every x, y ∈ A and every z ∈ D, x ∩ y ≤ z implies z ∈ A. Let F (D) be the set of nonempty filters of D.
Definition 2.3
A Kripke model is a pair, D, g , consisting of an so-monoid, D, and a mapping, g, from the set of propositional variables and the constant 0 to F (D). For a given Kripke model D, g , the relation x |= α, for an element x ∈ D and a formula α, is defined inductively as follows:
(1) x |= p iff x ∈ g(p), if p is a propositional variable or 0; (2) x |= 1 iff x ≥ ǫ; (3) x |= ⊤ for every x; (4) x |=⊥ iff x = ω; (5) x |= α ⊃ β iff for every y and z, if y |= α and x • y ≤ z then z |= β; (6) x |= α ∨ β iff there exists y and z such that y ∩ z ≤ x and (y |= α or y |= β) and (z |= α or z |= β); (7) x |= α ∧ β iff x |= α and x |= β; (8) x |= α • β iff there exists y and z such that y • z ≤ x and y |= α and z |= β.
The symbol |= is called a valuation on D determined by g . Using an induction argument, one can show that for every formula α, the set {x ∈ D | x |= α} ∈ F (D). We say that the formula α is true in a Kripke model D, g iff x |= α for every x ≥ ǫ, and α is valid in a class, K, of Kripke models iff α is true in each Kripke model in K. A sequent Γ → θ is valid in a class K of Kripke models iff the formula
Proposition 2.4 (Soundness and completeness [13] ) Let Γ be a sequence of formulas of FL and let α be a formula of FL. Then Γ → α is provable in FL iff Γ → α is valid in all Kripke models.
We now describe a Kripke-style semantics for F L which uses a set with two ternary relations and distinguished elements as models, rather than so-monoids. We have ternary relations R and I, and write Rxyz (or Ixyz) to imply that (x, y, z) is a three tuple in R (or I). Let us explain the role of R and I. When we assert Rxyz we are articulating for the new semantics, a condition corresponding to x • y ≤ z in the somonoid. When we assert Ixyz, we are articulating for the new semantics, a condition corresponding to x ∩ y ≤ z in the so-monoid. Thus the conditions on the two relations articulate conditions on the operations • and ∩ and on the relation ≤, that we need in order to prove the soundness of F L. We make the following definition:
A RelKripke model M is a 6-tuple S, ω, ǫ, R, I, g , such that: S is a nonempty set, whose elements are called states; ω and ǫ are distinguished elements of S; R and I are ternary relations on S; and g is a meaning function that assigns (nonempty) sets of states to propositional variables, and 0, so that ω is a member of each set, and the following condition, called the valuation condition, is satisfied: if x ∈ g(p) and y ∈ g(p) and Ixyz, then z ∈ g(p).
Moreover the following conditions are satisfied for any a, b, c, t, u ∈ S: We say that in the RelKripke model M, state x satisfies formula α, and write x |= α, iff the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) x |= p iff x ∈ g(p) for each propositional variable p or 0; (2) x |= 1 iff Rǫǫx; (3) x |= ⊤ for every x; (4) x |=⊥ iff x = ω; (5) x |= α ⊃ β iff for every y and z, if y |= α and Rxyz then z |= β; (6) x |= α ∨ β iff there exists y and z such that Iyzx and (y |= α or y |= β) and (z |= α or z |= β); (7) x |= α ∧ β iff x |= α and x |= β; (8) x |= α • β iff there exists y and z such that Ryzx and y |= α and z |= β.
A formula α is true in the RelKripke model M iff for all x ∈ S, if Rǫǫx, then x |= α.
Theorem 2.6 (Soundness theorem for FL [11] ) If the sequent Γ → θ is provable in FL, then it is true is all RelKripke models.
Remark 2.7
The full proof is in [11] ; the reader can check that conditions (c1) to (c7) are used to establish the assertion that for all formulas α, if x |= α and y |= α and Ixyz then z |= α, and that conditions (c8) to (c17) (along with the above assertion) are used to show that the initial sequents are valid and that the rules of inference preserve validity. Since F L is a Gentzen-style presentation of the Lambek calculus, with few axioms and many rules, rather than a Hilbert-style presentation with few rules and many axioms, we cannot associate directly an axiom with a condition as done in [16] for relevant logics. An alternative procedure would have been to start with a Hilbertstyle presentation and derive the conditions on R and I; the conditions would be different in some cases, but as a set, they would be equivalent to the set given here.
To help the reader get the feel of what the conditons are saying, we use (c12) and (c13) when we need to articulate the monotonicity of • (note that (c12) articulates the condition ǫ • a ≤ b and t • b ≤ u implies t • a ≤ u) and we use (c15) and (c16) to articulate the associativity properties of •.
Remark 2.8
From the assertion if x |= α and y |= α and Ixyz then z |= α and (c8), we can deduce that if x |= α and Rǫxy, then y |= α. Thus formula α is true in the RelKripkemodel M iff ǫ |= α. These observations facilitate many proofs. Note also that if Proof. Suppose θ is not true in the Kripke model D, g . Then there is x ∈ D such that x |= θ in D, g . Define the model M= S, ω, ǫ, R, I, g such that the set S consists of the elements of D, the distinguished elements ω and ǫ are the same as in D, the relations R and I are defined as:
), and, finally, such that g is the same as for D, g . It is straightforward (and sometimes trivial) to show that the 17 conditions of definition 2.5 hold (see [11] ). Then, use induction on the length of the formula, θ, to prove that for ∀x ∈ S, if x |= θ in M, (write
The contrapositive of this last statement gives us the result we seek.
We give a brief example. Suppose D, g is a Kripke model for which contraction does not hold. Thus, we cannot demonstrate ǫ |= D α ⊃ α • α; consequently, there exist y, z such that ǫ • y ≤ z and y |= D α and z |= D α • α. Let M be the RelKripkemodel associated to D, g . Suppose now that ǫ |= M α ⊃ α • α holds. Thus for any y, z, if y |= M α and Rǫyz then z |= M α • α. By the theorem above, this tells us that ǫ • y ≤ z and y |= D α and z |= D α • α. This gives a contradiction.
Theorem 2.11 (Completeness theorem for FL [11] ) Suppose the sequent Γ → α is valid in all RelKripke models. Then Γ → α is provable in FL.
We now define a logic RF L which is the relational logic corresponding to F L. We provide a so-called relational semantics for RF L; by this, we mean that all formulas are interpreted as (ternary) relations.
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Definition 2.12
Expressions of the language RF L are constructed with symbols from the following sets: V o (object variables); C (ternary relational constants); { ǫ, ω } (object constants); { R, I } (ternary relational constants (neither in C)); {∧, ∨, ⊃, •} (binary relational operations); and ¬ (unary relational operation). The set, Eo, of object expressions is the set consisting of the elements of V o and the elements ǫ and ω; the set, Er, of relational expressions, is the smallest set such that:
C ⊆ Er, and if A, B ∈ Er, then each of ¬A, A ∧ B, A ∨ B, A ⊃ B and A • B ∈ Er.
The set, F M , of formulas, is the smallest set such that: if x, y, z ∈ Eo, and A ∈ Er, then Axyz ∈ F M , and Rxyz, ¬Rxyz, Ixyz and ¬Ixyz ∈ F M .
Before we list the deduction rules for RF L, we discuss the relational models. First, we need five relational operations to correspond to the logical connectives. Note that the operation ∨ differs from the relational operation ∨ used in [16] .
Definition 2.13
Let U be a nonempty set, let R and I be distinguished ternary relations on U , and let A and B be ternary relations. Define five relational operations on the family of ternary relations on U as follows:
Remark 2.15
The set of ideal relations on U is closed under the five operations defined above.
Definition 2.16
By a model of the relational language RFL (also called an RFL-model) we mean a 6-tuple M = (U, ω, ǫ, R, I, m), such that: U is a nonempty set, ω and ǫ are distinguished elements of U ; R and I are ternary relations on U; and m is a meaning function which assigns ternary relations to relational expressions. (Note we shall use the same symbol to designate an operation (or a distinguished ternary relational constant or a distinguished constant symbol) in the language and its respective interpretation in a model.) The meaning function m is defined as follows: m(R) = R, and m(I) = I, and each formula A ∈ Er is mapped by m to a ternary relation in such a way that:
. Note, since the connective on the right of each equality denotes a relational operator as defined in definition 2.13, each formula is, indeed, mapped to a ternary relation. Moreover, m satisfies the following condition:
if P ∈ C then m(P ) = X × U × U for some X ⊂ U . Finally, R and I satisfy condition (c1) -(c17) from definition 2.5. When discussing relational models we sometimes use the more conventional relational notation; thus, for example, for (c1), we write: if (ǫ, ǫ, x) ∈ R and (ǫ, ǫ, y) ∈ R and (x, y, z) ∈ I, then (ǫ, ǫ, z) ∈ R. We also assume that for all P ∈ C, if (x, t, u) ∈ m(P ) and (y, t, u) ∈ m(P ) and (x, y, z) ∈ I then (z, t, u) ∈ m(P ); we shall refer to this condition as (c0).
Definition 2.17
By a valuation, we mean a function v : Eo → U , such that v(ǫ) = ǫ and v(ω) = ω. We say that in the RFL-model M, the valuation satisfies the relational formula Axyz, (and write
, where A is R, or ¬R, or I, or ¬I, or a relational expression from Er. Formula Axyz is true in the RFL-model M if (M, v sat Axyz), for every valuation v, and finally, the formula Axyz is valid if it is true in all the RFL-models.
Remark 2.18
For the remainder of this section, validity will refer to validity in RF L-models.
We shall present deduction rules using a shorthand notation, and write: F ormulas 1 F ormulas 2 to represent: 
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Decomposition Rules:
¬Ixyz,¬Aytu,¬Aztu ¬Ixyz,¬Bytu,¬Aztu ¬Ixyz,¬Aytu,¬Bztu ¬Ixyz,¬Bytu,¬Bztu
In each tagged rule, y, z ∈ Eo; otherwise, y, z ∈ V o, and furthermore, neither y nor z occurs in any formula above the line. A rule is tagged when it is necessary that the rule be applied for each object expression on the branch, even for those object expressions generated after the tagged rule was first applied.
Specific Rules:
There are 19 specific rules to write out, one for the condition on the meaning function m, and one for each of the conditions (c0) to (c17) on R and I. We shall list a representative sample of them: the reader can show that each of the others follow a pattern similar to one listed below. The form the rules take will be motivated by the fact that we need to have the sequence of formulas above the line valid if and only if the sequence of formulas below the line is valid, and that this needs to occur if and only if the corresponding condition is valid; in fact it helps to focus on the validity of the contrapositive of the corresponding condition. Note that whenever we have ∧ in the second part of the contrapositive, we have a branching rule.
Condition on m (the meaning function):
Condition (c0): If P xtu and P ytu and Ixyz then P ztu. P ztu P xtu, P ztu P ytu, P ztu Ixyz, P ztu (x, y ∈ Eo) 
Specific rules for conditions (c1), (c12) and (c13) follow a pattern similar to that for condition (c0); specific rule for condition (c9) follows a pattern similar to that for condition (c2); specific rules for conditions (c5), (c6), (c7), (c14), (c15) (c16) and (c17) follow a pattern similar to that for condition (c3), and finally, specific rules for (c8) and (c11) follow a pattern similar to that for condition (c4).
Definition 2.20
A sequence of formulas is said to be fundamental iff it includes formulas Aatu, and ¬Aatu, for some A ∈ F M and some a, t, u ∈ Eo. 
Definition 2.22
A decomposition tree for a formula F is a tree growing downward with F at its apex and branches generated by applying appropriate decomposition or specific rules, one at a time.
Definition 2.23
A branch of a decomposition tree is said to be fundamental if it contains a fundamental sequence. A decomposition tree is said to be fundamental if all its branches are fundamental.
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Proposition 2.24 (Tableau Correctness) If a decomposition tree of a formula F is fundamental, then F is valid.
Proof. This result follows directly from the facts that each rule is admissible, and fundamental sequences are valid.
Definition 2.25
A decomposition tree is complete if it satisfies the following:
For every vertex v of the tree and for every formula F occurring in v and for every branch br containing v, either br is fundamental or:
(1) for every tagged rule applicable to F , and for every object expression z which occurs in the formulas of v, formulas obtained from F by application of that rule with z as a new object expression, occur in some vertex of br (in other words, a tagged rule must have been applied for each object expression on br); (2) the other applicable decomposition rules have been applied to F ; (3) applicable specific rules have been applied to br; (for example, for specific rule corresponding to (c0), if P ztu occurs on br, then for some x and y, either P xtu or P ytu or Ixyz occurs on br).
We must add two more specific rules, which are cut-rules, before getting the desired completeness result.
The rules (cut-R) and (cut-I) are admissible.
Proof. The sequence K, H is valid iff both sequences K, Rxyz, H and K, ¬Rxyz, H are valid. A similar result holds if we replace R by I.
Definition 2.27
A decomposition tree is cut-complete iff it is complete and for every branch br and every x, y, z ∈ Eo occuring on br, both (cut-R) and (cut-I) have been applied.
Remark 2.28
Without the cut-rules, we cannot be guarenteed that we can generate a (counter)model from a nonfundamental branch on the tableau for F . As we shall see, a countermodel will give rise to a RelKripke model for which the formula F is not true. With such a countermodel, we can conclude that F is not derivable.
Definition 2.29
A formula is said to be nondegenerate if it is not a member of the set {Rxyz, ¬Rxyz, Ixyz, ¬Ixyz}.
Proposition 2.30 (Tableau Completeness [11])
If a cut-complete decomposition tree of a nondegenerate formula F is not fundamental, then there is an RF L-model in which F is not true.
We shall give the outline of the proof of this theorem so the reader may see how to construct a countermodel.
Proof.
[Sketch] Suppose a cut-complete decomposition tree for the formula F has at least one nonfundamental branch br. We shall use it to build an RF L-countermodel for F : that is, we construct an RF L-model in which F is not true. Let IND be the set of indecomposable formulas on br and let BR be the set of formulas on br. Define the model as follows: M br = (E, ω, ǫ, R ′ , I ′ , m br ), where: E is the set of object expressions on the branch; ω, and ǫ are constants from the language; R ′ is defined as: (x, y, z) ∈ R ′ iff Rxyz ∈ BR; I ′ is defined as: (x, y, z) ∈ I ′ iff Ixyz ∈ BR; m br P = {(x, y, z) | P xyz ∈ IN D}; m br R = R ′ ; and, finally, m br I = I ′ . We can show that in M br , every constant is an ideal relation and the conditions of RF L-models all hold. Consider, for example, condition (0). Suppose (x, t, u) ∈ m br P and (y, t, u) ∈ m br P and (x, y, z) ∈ I ′ but (z, t, u) ∈ m br P . Then P ztu ∈ IN D and P xtu ∈ IN D and P ytu ∈ IN D and Ixyz ∈ BR. Since the tree is complete, the fact that P ztu ∈ IN D implies either P xtu ∈ IN D or P ytu ∈ IN D or Ixyz ∈ BR. Thus we have a contradiction, so we must conclude (z, t, u) ∈ m br P .
We use the cut rules to guarentee truth of the conditions containing existential quantifiers -that is, conditions (c3), (c5), (c6), (c7), (c14), (c15), (c16) and (c17). We illustrate by considering (c15). Suppose (a, z, b) ∈ R ′ and (c, d, z) ∈ R ′ but for every q, either (a, c, q) ∈ R ′ or (q, d, b) ∈ R ′ . Then Razb ∈ BR and Rcdz ∈ BR. Since the tree is cut-complete, ¬Razb ∈ BR and ¬Rcdz ∈ BR. Then since the tree is complete, ¬Razb ∈ BR, ¬Rcdz ∈ BR, ¬Racq ∈ BR, and ¬Rqdb ∈ BR. Thus for some element z ∈ E, (a, z, b) ∈ R ′ and (c,
Finally, one can show that the formula F is not true in this model (This follows by assuming the negation and proving a contradiction -the argument is identical to that for relevant logics found in [16] ).
Remark 2.31
To implement the algorithm there must be some strategies for termination of the algorithm in cases where there are an infinite number of variables, but the application of rules like the tagged rules or cut rules or rules like (c0) or (c10) will not yield a fundamental sequence. We have not yet worked out the details of rules for termination (and of course we are not assurred of termination for arbitrary formula). However, as we shall show in an example at the end of this section, there are formulas for which it is clear that there is at least one nonfundamental branch.
Each sequent of F L has a translation to a ternary relational expression. To make this translation, we start with a one to one mapping of the propositional variables to the constants, assigning constants different from ǫ and ω to propositional variables. Then the map is extended to formulas in the usual way; that is: t(A∨B) = t(A)∨t(B), etc. A sequent Γ → α is translated as t(γ 1 • ... • γ n ⊃ α)ǫvu. If Γ is empty, it is translated as some formula, which is a theorem of F L such as α ∨ α ⊃ α; when α is empty, it is translated as some formula which is a nontheorem of F L. The proofs of the following two lemmas are analogous to those found in [16] .
Thus we may conclude:
The formula F is valid in the class of RelKripke-models iff t(F )ǫvu is valid in the class of RF L-models.
Example 2.36
We now show that the formula α
In what follows, we let S denote the sequence ¬Rwvz, (¬α)wtu, (¬β)vtu, ¬Rxyz.
In the above proof, we first applied the decomposition rule (⊃), then the decomposition rule (¬•), then the specific rule (c0), and finally, the tagged decomposition rule (•). The last rule was applied using elements which were on this branch, and once applied, yields three branches. Since we selected v and w, the second and third of the branches are fundamental, but the first is not. If we had not selected these two variables (in that order) the second and third branches would not be fundamental. We would be able to reapply the tagged rule and apply specific rule (c0), but we always get a nonfundamental branch. No application of cut − R (or any other applicable rule) allow us to conclude that the tree is fundamental.
Structural rules for F L
The substructural logics F L e , F L c , F L w and F L exp are obtained from F L by adding the following rules of inference: the exchange rule (e, →), the contraction rule (c →) the weakening rules (w →) and (→, w), and the expansion rule (exp →), respectively, (see below).
Let D, g be a Kripke-model; D, g is a Kripke e -model if D is a commutative so-monoid; it is a Kripke w -model if g(0) = ω, x ≤ x • y and x ≤ y • x; it is a Kripke cmodel if x•x ≤ x, and it is a Kripke exp -model if x ≤ x•x. Let σ denote a subset from the set {e, c, w, exp} and let F L σ denote F L extended with the rules corresponding to the letters in σ. Completeness theorems hold for F L σ with respect to Kripke σ -models (that is, the so-monoids which satisfy the requirements corresponding to σ (see [13] )). Proof. We shall prove that augmenting the definition of RelKripke-model by adding condition (c20) allows us to prove the validity of the weakening rule (w →). The reader can provide the details of the other assertions of this theorem. Assume that the sequent γ • δ → θ is valid and assume Rǫǫx and Rxyz and y |= γ • α • δ. We must demonstrate that z |= θ. From the assumptions, we know ∃y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , such that (Ry 1 y 2 y and Ry 3 y 4 y 1 ), and y 2 |= δ, y 3 |= γ and y 4 |= α. Using (c20) we know ∃z, z 1 , z 2 such that (Rǫy 3 z 1 and Rǫy 2 z 2 and Rz 1 z 2 z). Then remark 2.8 allows us to conclude z 1 |= γ and z 2 |= δ. Thus, z |= γ • δ. Rǫǫǫ is true so ǫ |= γ • δ ⊃ θ. Since Rǫzz is true, we conclude z |= θ. (0) is exactly the element ω. We may use induction on the length of the formula, θ, to prove that for ∀x ∈ S, if x |= θ in M, then x |= θ in D, g . The contrapositive of this last statement gives us the result we seek.
Proof. Using a proof by contradiction, the above result follows immediately from the Correspondence theorem above.
Now we must discuss the logic RF L σ , the relational logic corresponding to F L σ . The RF L σ -models are found by taking those RF L-models which satisfy the conditions corresponding to whatever σ is. The RF L σ -logic is an extension to RF L-logic, found by adding specific rules which correspond to the added conditions on the RelKripke σ -models. The specific rules corresponding to these conditions are as follows:
Raaa Condition (c20) -weakening:
Condition (c21) -expansion:
The proof of the following is immediate from the definitions.
Proposition 3.5
The specific rules corresponding to (c18), (c19), (c20) and (c21) are admissible.
Tableau correctness and tableau completeness for RF L σ -logic and RF L σ -models follow as in the propositions 2.24 and 2.30 of Section 2. Appropriate analogues for lemma 2.34 and theorem 2.35 of Section 2 follow routinely for F L σ and RelKripke σ -models.
Example 2.36 (Continued)
If we apply the specific rule (c18), to the first branch in the example at the end of the previous section, we end up with the sequence:
¬Rwvz, (¬α)wtu, (¬β)vtu, ¬Rxyz, Rwvz, Rvwz, (β • α)ztu which is a fundamental sequence.
Since F L does not have the exchange rule, it is sometimes convenient to introduce a second implication, ⊃ ′ , which is governed by the following rules:
We say that in the RelKripke model M, state x satisfies formula α ⊃ ′ β and write x |= α ⊃ ′ β iff ∀x, y if y |= α and Ryxz then z |= β.
Soundness for RelKripke-models follows with no additional conditions on R or I.
Logic of involutive quantales
Definition 4.1 A (noncommutative) quantale Q is a lattice having arbitrary joins together with an associative product • satisfying the rule:
The quantale will be said to be unital provided that there is an element e ∈ Q such that: e • a = a = a • e, for all a ∈ Q.
Quantales, a generalization of locales, have been defined and used by Mulvey in connection of his work in C*-algebras. Involutive quantales were introduced in [12] : the motivating example of an involutive quantale is the spectrum M axA of a noncommuta tive C*-algebra, where M axA is the involutive quantale consisting of closed linear subspaces of A. The lattice of relations on a set X is a quantale and was used by Hoare and He (see [10] ) in the case that X was the set of states of a machine to construct the weakest specification of one program with respect to another. Mulvey and Pelletier quantized the construction starting with a Hilbert space, H, of states rather than a set X of states; to do so they required the following notion of involutive quantale.
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Definition 4.2
An involutive quantale is a quantale Q together with an involution, * ; that is, with a unary operation * satisfying:
We define the partial order in the usual fashion:
As discussed in [13] , so-monoids and unital quantales come to the same thing (except that the order is reversed) -if we ignore the fact that quantales come equipped with arbitrary joins and just use binary joins. We consider here just binary joins. (Of course, we could, alternatively consider the infinitary case; relational logic with infinitary joins is discussed in [18] .) To describe the logic of involutive quantales, denoted F L I , we thus require the rules of F L augmented with the following 7 rules of inference:
Definition 4.4
An involutive monoid, D = D, ∩, •, * , ǫ, ω , is an so-monoid with a unary operator * satisfying the following conditions:
Definition 4.5
A Kripke I -model is a pair D, g consisting of an involutive monoid D and a mapping, g, as described in definition 2.3 satisfying, in addition to all the conditions of definition 2.3, the condition:
Proposition 4.6 (Soundness and Completeness
Proof. Let D, g be a Kripke I -model. We first need to show that the set of x such that x |= α * is a filter. So, we need to show that if x |= α * and y |= α * and x ∩ y ≤ z, then z |= α * , or, equivalently, z * |= α. But we know x * |= α * , and y * |= α and, also, x * ∩ y * = (x ∩ y) * ≤ z * . Since Kripke I -models are Kripke-models, we may conclude that z * |= α. Consequently, z |= α * . We also need to show that rules of inference of F L I preserve validity in Kripke I -models. Of course we only need to concern ourselves with the 7 rules listed above. We demonstrate the validity of ( * 2). Assume for all x ≥ ǫ, x |= γ ⊃ α Definition 4.7 By a RelKripke I -model we shall mean a RelKripke-model (as in definition 2.5) with the further conditions:
Proof. First we need to show that if x |= α * and y |= α * and Ixyz then z |= α * . This follows immediately from (c-I4). Now to the seven rules of inference (as a RelKripke I -model is a RelKripke-model). To show that the rule ( * 2) preserves validity in RelKripke I -models, follow the proof of the preservation of the validity of this rule in Kripke I -models, replacing a We now briefly discuss RF L I -logic and RF L I -models. To take care if the involution, we must define a unary operation * on the family of ternary relations as follows: let A be a ternary relation on a set U , then:
, where * is a unary operation, and U, R, I, ω, ǫ, and m are as in definition 2.16. The RF L I -logic will be RF L-logic augmented with decomposition rules for the operation * , as well as specific rules corresponding to (c-I1) to (c-I6). The specific rules are straightforward to write down, so we leave this to the reader. The decomposition rules for the connective * are exactly as one would expect; to wit:
Decomposition and specific rules are admissible, so we may prove the propositions, lemma and theorem corresponding to propositions 2.24 and 2.30, lemma 2.32 and theorem 2.35.
Linear logic with exponentials
Gentzen rules for (noncommutative) linear logic with modal operators ! and ?, denoted by F L M , are found by adding the following 8 rules to the Gentzen rules for F L :
To determine a Kripke model for formulas with model operators ! and ?, Ono [13] gave the following definition:
•, ǫ, ω be an so-monoid with fixed elemet µ ∈ D and let F and G be binary operations on D satisfying the following conditions:
(2) if F yx and x ≤ x ′ then F yx ′ ; (3) if F yx then ǫ ≤ y and y • y ≤ x; (4) if F yx, then there is some u such that F yu and F ux; (5) if F yx then there exists w such that F yw and for every u, w (7) if Gyx and x ≤ x ′ then Gyx ′ ; (8) Gyx for every y if and only if µ ≤ x; (9) if Gyx and Gyx ′ then Gyx ∩ x ′ ; (10) for every x and y there exists a z such that if F xu for some u then: Gyx • z and for every w, Gyx • w iff Gzw.
Then D, g is a Kripke M -model if g is a mapping as described in definition 2.3, with the added conditions that:
x |=!α iff z |= α for some z such that F zx; x |=?α iff for every y, if z |= α implies Gyz for every z, then Gyx.
Soundness and completeness for F L M with respect to Kripke M -models were proved in [13] . 
Remark 5.3
Using (c13) of definition 2.5, we may immediately deduce that Rǫǫb and Rbba implies Rǫba. Consequently, if F ba then Rǫba. As mentioned previously, (c12) and (c13) articulate the monotonicity of •, while (c15) articulates associativity. In addition, the reader should note that (c-M12) combined with (c-M11) (which gives transitivity) really allows us to deal with c as equal to a • b.
Proof. The first thing we need to check is that if x |= θ and y |= θ and Ixyz then z |= θ for θ =!α or ?α. Now if x |=!α, and y |=!α, there exist x ′ , y ′ such that x ′ |= α and F x ′ x and y ′ |= α and F y ′ y. If Ixyz we then need to show that there exists z ′ such that z ′ |= α and F z ′ z. In fact, we shall show that z |= α; then, since F zz, we shall have what we need. By remark 2.28 we know that Rǫx ′ x and Rǫy ′ y and by (c-M0), Ixyz and Rǫx ′ x imply Ix ′ yz which, by (c4), implies Iy ′ xz. Using remark 2.28 and (c4) again, we obtain Ix ′ y ′ z. Thus, by properties of RelKripke-models, z |= α. We can use (c-M9) to show that if x |=?α and y |=?α and Ixyz then z |=?α.
The next thing we need to show is that each of the 8 rules of inference is valid in RelKripke M -models. We shall demonstrate the validity of the most difficult rule of inference, (? →). Assume !γ • α•!δ ⊃?θ is valid. Suppose Rǫǫv and Rvxu and x |=!γ•?α•!δ. It suffices to demonstrate that x |=?θ (because this then tells us that u |=?θ). By supposition, ∃r, w, y, z such that: Ryzx and Rrwx and r |=!γ•?α, y |=!γ, z |=?α, and w |=!δ. By definition of w |=!δ, ∃w 0 (F w 0 w and w 0 |= δ). By (c-M5), ∃q(F w 0 w ′ and ∀z, h((Rzwh implies Rw ′ zh) and (Rwzh implies Rzw ′ h))). (1) By (c-M12), ∃c 1 (Rw ′ zc 1 and ∀h(Rw ′ zh implies Rǫc 1 h)) and ∃c 2 (Rzwc 2 and ∀h(Rzwh implies Rǫc 2 h)). Using (c-11),(c-M11), (1) and (c-M12), we may conclude Rǫc 1 c 2 . Then by (c-M12), again, we know: ∃c 3 (Ryzc 3 and ∀h(Ryzh implies Rǫc 3 h)). Consequently, Rǫc 3 r and this, with Rrwx and (c-13), allows to conclude Rc 3 wx. From the definition of y |=!γ, we know ∃y 0 (F y 0 y and y 0 |= γ). Then from (c-M4), we know ∃y 1 , w 1 (F y 0 y 1 , F y 1 y, F w 0 w 1 and F w 1 w ′ ); hence y 1 |=!γ and Rǫy 1 y and Rǫw 1 w ′ . By(c-M5) ∃w 2 (F w 0 w 2 and, ∀h((Rtw 1 h implies Rw 2 th) and (Rw 1 th implies Rtw 2 h)).
Assume u |= θ implies Gvu for any u. Correpondence and Completeness theorems for F L M with respect to RelKripke Mmodels follow as in earlier sections.
We now briefly consider RF L M -logic and RF L M -models. First of all we need to deal with formulas as ternary relations, so F and G will be considered as ternary relations with no restriction on the third variable. For any relation A, we define the ternary relations !A and ?A as follows: In the last two specific rules, only one of the two variables introduced on the lower line is taggged. The specific rules for RF L M -logic are determined as before; the rules corresponding to (c-M5), (c-M6(ii)), (c-M8(ii)), (c-M10(i)), (c-M10(ii)) and (c-M12) will be tagged, which will necessitate their reapplication for each object expression on the branch (see definition 2.25(1) for completeness of the decomposition tree). Some of the conditions require multiple branches and first order decomposition rules (see [4] ). The specific rule for (c-M4) is easily seen to be:
while the specific rule for (c-M8(ii)) will be: ¬Rǫµx ¬Rǫµx, ¬Gyxz (where y is a tagged variable).
Decomposition and specific rules are admissible: so a fundamental decomposition tree for a formula θ of F M L -logic tells us that θ is a theorem of F M L . Some of the rules for ! or ? may be dropped if we consider F L M augmented with some structural rules. Once we add cut rules for F and G, we may prove a correspondence theorem and then the constructive completeness of the tableau procedure for RF L M -logic and RF L M -models (a proposition analogous to proposition 2.30). Then we may finish with the analogue for theorem 2.35 for F L M and RelKripke M -models.
Some open problems and future directions
In [5] , a sequent-style deductive system is considered with a branching rule PB (Principle of Bivalence), which is crucial in proving the (constructive) completeness of a labelled tableau proof system for the multiplicative fragment of F L and F L σ . We note here that our deductive apparatus works to provide proofs and finds countermodels for all of propositional F L σ , as well as for other logics. Much remains to be done to determine procedures which will terminate a tableau (so that we may conclude that a branch is nonfundamental), to determine if the procedure is decidable with respect to any fragments of the logics considered and to develop efficient strategies to implement the algorithm. Buszkowski and Orlowska [4] are working on decidability questions for relational formulations of information logics. The large number of tagged rules for RF L M -logic as well as first order decomposition rules may prevent this strategy from being effectively implemented for theorem proving in F L M . Herment and Orlowska [9] have included relational logic in a system for graphical edition of proofs.
Our RelKripke X semantics differ from the relational semantics RelSem for LC (a version of Lambek calculus) of Andreka and Mikulas [3] . In [3] , the relational models are Kripke models W, C, v , where the worlds are pairs, i.e., W is a transitive binary relation and C is a ternary relation defined as follows: Cxyz iff y = a, b , z = b, c , x = a, c for some a, b, c (and v is a valuation). Such a relational Kripke frame has been termed by Došen [6] as a "two dimensional ternary frame". When [3] augmented the sequent rules of LC by adding the rules (∨ →), (→ ∨ 1 ) and (→ ∨ 2 ) for ∨, strong completeness failed, and they did not have a completeness proof. Our RelKripke σ -models exhibit completeness with respect to F L σ , which includes the above three rules for ∨. The question of strong completeness remains open. We plan to compare the relational semantics discussed here with the RelSem of [3] . Our RelKripke semantics also differs from the Kripke semantics of Allwein and Dunn. The relational semantics corresponding to Kripke semantics developed in [1] would require three ternary relations and two partial orders and each connective would require four decomposition rules (because the Kripke valuations have three values). Thus the relational semantics would be more complicated, though they do have more expressive power as far as developing Kripke semantics for all the (nonmodal) connectives of nonassociative Linear Logic. In [2] , we develop Kripke semantics for Gelfand logic. (Add to the definition of involutive monoid the following axiom: (∀b(a • b ≤ a)) implies (a • a * • a = a). Other interesting open questions are: Does each RelKripke X -model give rise to a Kripke X -model with the same set of true formulas? What is the relationship of the class of RelKripke X -models to the class of RF L X -algebras? (The class of RF L Xalgebras generated by a RelKripke X -model M is the isomorphic copies of subalgebras of direct products of algebras which have as elements, the ideal relations over the set M , and which have as operations, logical operations. Orlowska (personal communication) has suggested that it would be interesting to try to formulate some general observations as to what kinds of algebraic systems could be coded using relational systems (of the kinds featured here). A worthwhile invertigation would be the characterization of classes definable relationally and the characterization of the relational conditions (on accessibility relations) which can be represented in the form of a relational rule. Andreas Blass, (personal communication) posed the following question: can we take the direct route to the completeness theorem; that is, if a formula is valid in RF L X -models can we show that it has a fundamental decomposition tree? Finally, one anonymous referee for this paper suggested that I should attempt find a complete calculus in the language of F L rather than use the enriched language presented here. Such semantical considerations are investigated in the framework of modal and algebraic logic, (see [20] ), but the connections between arrow logic and substructural logics remain to be investigated.
